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Summary

Return of capital is often misunderstood and inaccurately reported.

For tax classifications, one won't know until year-end what the actual
breakdown will really be.

The return of capital discussions goes well with the misunderstanding of
Section 19a notices as well!

I recently had a question come up in a John Hancock Premium Dividend Fund
(PDT) article. It is a question that comes up so frequently, and that has to do
with return of capital and involves section 19a press releases. It also has to do
with the drawbacks and downsides of websites that aggregate data
automatically.

In this case, it was a discussion about PDT and it was another perfect example
of why going to a fund's website is so important for some information.

The question here was "on the Morningstar page PDT has generated massive
ROC for quite some time (as in years.) Is that not considered return of
capital?"

While this refers to PDT - you may as well replace it with fund 'XYZ' because it
fits almost any fund.

This was my response:

“ “That data is typically taken from section 19a reports. Though that isn't
even always the case. To be honest, I'm not sure where Morningstar gets
this data - basically they just make it up to fill in a blank? I guess? PDT
shows their section 19a estimate that 0% is estimated as ROC and that
0% is estimated this year as ROC.

www.jhinvestments.com/...

However, Morningstar put the number at $0.0306 for October and it has been
the same for the last 4 months? Unlikely!

I would never look at Morningstar data for distribution characteristics.

Also, those section 19a's are estimates only. They can change drastically when
the official tax breakdown is known. So, if Morningstar did even accurately
report this information it might not be right. Because there is no way of
knowing what the actual distribution for a fund will be until the end of the year
when it is actually known.
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There are also two other locations where you can check for past tax
classifications. Sometimes funds will provide access to this on their site. In the
case of John Hancock, it is quite convenient though their spreadsheet is
cumbersome.

There you can check and see that PDT did not include ROC once in the past
two years.

For an easier place of seeing this information, though it isn't broken down as
accurately in terms of QDI, short or long-term gains etc... is the annual
reports funds provide.

To sum this up; never, never, NEVER pay attention to tax classifications from
an aggregator site - go to the source for something so important.

It should also be noted that ROC isn't always bad. PDT doesn't have a strategy
that generates ROC though, so if it did start paying out ROC (which we
wouldn't know until the end of the year) then that would be something to
watch. However, for performance and sustainability of distribution just watch
the NAV and assess from there. Of course, there are years like 2020 where
many funds and investments are down so that needs to be assessed as well.

Do take note that these Seeking Alpha articles are great ones that tie together.
The first one linked is the discussion about how Section 19a press releases can
be inaccurate since they are just estimates anyway.

Frustratingly, that Section 19a article is one of my least viewed pieces. Even
when it is discussions such as that, that are so important. So please, if you are
newer to CEF investing give it a look! I admit it isn't even easy to read since it
discusses so many numbers and tables.

The second link is a discussion on how some funds can generate return of
capital in their distribution due to investment strategy or underlying
investments. Closed-end funds just simply pass through distributions to
shareholders as they are received. Thus, return of capital can be generated
from distributions from MLPs as these are typically ROC as well.

For more quick reading on this subject, check out Eaton Vance's two-
pager PDF that does a fantastic job explaining what is going on as
well!

====================

"Don't head into retirement without Income
Laboratory!"

Consider reading some of the reviews that members of the community have
left us!
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====================

Take advantage of our annual membership and free trial

Take us for a free trial! That allows you to test out our service on a no-risk,
commitment-free basis. You'll also get to experience our vibrant community
of over one thousand income-orientated CEF and ETF investors, counting
numerous full-time and professional traders and investors amongst our ranks.

If you're not satisfied, simply cancel before your 2-week period is over and you
won't be charged a single penny.
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With an annual membership, you save 25% versus the monthly membership.
There's no better time to try us out!

The CEF/ETF Income Laboratory membership normally costs $588 per year (on
a monthly plan). That gets you 1000's of research hours conducted on your
behalf each year by our team of experts which we share with our members at
only a fraction of the cost. Today, you have the opportunity to access a
discounted price of $352/year (25% off) by joining us on an annual
plan.

All members are grandfathered for life at the membership rate that they
signed up at (note: excludes any introductory discounts). So I highly
suggest that you lock in the current rate while you still can.

Remember, "time = money", so being able to save hundreds of hours of
time of CEF and ETF research each month with what amounts to the price of a
cup of coffee every few days is truly an incredible bargain. And our members
agree!

====================

CEF/ETF Income Laboratory: Profitable CEF and ETF
Income and Arbitrage Ideas

Whether you're a novice or experienced closed-end fund ("CEF") and
exchange-traded fund ("ETF") investor, the "Income Lab" is the right place for
you. Our goal is to help you benefit from income and arbitrage strategies in
CEFs and ETFs, all without having to be an expert, because we do the heavy
lifting for you. If that sounds like something you'd be interested in, we hope
you'll consider joining us here at CEF/ETF Income Laboratory.

We would love for you to join us. We are sure that you will enjoy our service
and benefit from what we have to offer!

Sincerely,

Stanford Chemist, Nick Ackerman, Alpha Male and Juan
de la Hoz
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